LUNCH & LEARN

When proteins matter.

NanoTemper measures protein stability, protein quality and binding affinity with just a tiny amount of sample.

November 14, 2018
Noon – 1:30pm
Room 4109; building 2 @ IBBR. 9600 Gudelsky Dr
Rockville MD 20850

MONOLITH
Swiftly measure binding interactions with Monolith and get precise $K_d$ results using very little sample

TYCHO
Quickly identify the quality of any protein using microliters of sample

PROMETHEUS
Precisely characterize thermal unfolding, chemical denaturation or aggregation in a single run with the most flexibility a system has to offer

Wyatt Strutz, Senior Account Manager
wyatt.strutz@nanotempertech.com

Limited to 14 attendees
Register with Wyatt